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browse YYC Creates New Online Store for Local Businesses: 

Shop Local With Amazon-Level Convenience  
Calgary, Alta. (January 14, 2021) - Many people turn to online shopping on platforms like 

Amazon out of pure convenience, but what if you could shop locally with the same ease? That’s 

what inspired Teara McGinn to create browseYYC, a new online store featuring local products 

with Amazon-level convenience. As an Alberta tech entrepreneur and single-mother of two 

young children, McGinn used Amazon to provide ease to her busy life - but she wished she 

could shop local in the same way - with everything local on one website.  browseYYC is now 

accepting applications from local businesses as it builds momentum for the public shopping 

launch in the spring. To apply to become a member, visit browseyyc.com .  For every business 

that signs up prior to February 28th, browseYYC will contribute $10 to a charity pool benefiting 

local organizations.  

 

The platform also creates new selling opportunities for Calgary businesses impacted by the 

pandemic.  Shoppers can browse a wide variety of categories and search for specific items with 

incredible precision. If you’re looking to buy a yellow sweater, browseYYC will connect shoppers 

to dozens of local stores selling items matching the description.  

 

“The ultimate goal is to bring fresh sustainability to local businesses and the communities they 

operate in. To accomplish that, we need to make local shopping more convenient -- we need 

Amazon-level convenience to win against them in the online arena,” says Teara McGinn, 

founder of browseYYC. “That means one website, with everything people need.  I want it to be 

just as easy for a customer to discover and buy products locally, as it is for them to discover and 

buy them on Amazon.”  

 

browseYYC’s sister site, browseYEG, is also launching for businesses in Edmonton. A 

membership costs $39.99 a month which includes product listings, marketing opportunities and 

music more.  If a business already sells products online, browseYYC will connect to existing 

platforms so inventory is updated and accurate.  

https://www.browseyyc.com/


 

-more-  

Both shoppers and businesses will feel good knowing five per cent of browseyyc’s profits 

support local charities. Calgarians and Edmontonians can vote which charities will benefit by 

going to the website and visiting the community section. For more information or to apply visit 

browseyyc.com and follow browse_yyc on social media.  
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About browseYYC: 
browseYYC is a new way to shop local businesses online, with amazon-level convenience. 

Many people are passionate about shopping local, but with busy lives and COVID-19 

restrictions - it's not always easy to shop in person. That's what inspired Teara McGinn, Alberta 

tech entrepreneur and busy mom of two, to create browseYYC. It's a win-win for both 

consumers and businesses, since Calgarians connect with products they're already looking for, 

all on one website, and stores have a way to access a new demographic. For $39.99 per month, 

businesses can list products or upload them from other platforms, while browseYYC’s team 

takes care of the tech side of things and marketing. Make sure to check out browseYYC's sister 

company, browseYEG in Edmonton. 

 
About Teara McGinn:  
Teara McGinn is the founder and CEO of browseYYC and browaseYEG. A native Albertan tech 

entrepreneur and single mother of two little girls, McGinn dreamed of a way to support local 

businesses with the same online convenience of Amazon. Based in Hinton, AB, she’s worked 

on this concept since 2017 and is excited to share the opportunity with businesses and 

shoppers. After four years of solo parenting, McGinn has worked hard to build a successful 

freelance business as a Shopify Expert. She knows the ins-and-outs of eCommerce and is 

thrilled to use that knowledge to serve Alberta through browseYYC and browseYEG. 
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